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area by contracting the flow and then expanding it downstream
of the spacer grid. Thus, the flow and thermal boundary layers
are disrupted and re-established by the spacer grid. This
enhances the local heat transfer within and downstream of the
spacer grid. The droplet breakup behavior by spacer grid
largely depends on the geometry of the spacer grid. When the
spacer grid is not wetted by liquid film, large droplets
impacting on the spacer grid are split into a large number of
smaller ones, thereby increasing the surface area for droplet
evaporation. On the other hand, in the wetted grid, droplets are
entrained from the liquid films deposited on the grid surface. In
this case, the downstream droplet size can be larger or smaller
than the upstream droplet size. The sizes of the entrained
droplets mainly depend on the wetting condition and geometry
of the spacer grid.

ABSTRACT
An experimental study using 6x6 and 2x2 square lattice rod
bundles has been performed to investigate the effects of spacer
grids on the heat transfer enhancement during a bottom-reflood
phase. The spacer grids improve a turbulent mixing of flow and
induces breakup of large droplets into smaller ones. These
result in the heat transfer enhancement between the fuel rods
and the surrounding fluid. Since the geometry of the spacer grid
affects the turbulent mixing and droplet breakup behaviors,
three types of spacer grids with different geometry were tested
in the present study. In order to investigate the heat transfer
enhancement by spacer grids, single-phase steam cooling and
droplet breakup by spacer grid were separately investigated.
For the convective heat transfer enhancement in singlephase steam flow, the heater rod surface temperatures were
measured in the vicinity of the space grid. In single-phase
steam cooling experiment, the heat transfer was enhanced at
upstream and downstream of spacer grids. Downstream of the
spacer, the heat transfer enhancement decays with the distance
from the top end of the spacer grid exponentially. The heat
transfer enhancement depends on the Reynolds number as well
as the flow blockage ratio. A new empirical correlation was
developed in order to account for the effect of the Reynolds
number.
For the droplet breakup experiment, the sizes and velocities
of droplets were measured across the spacer grid. The droplet
breakup ratio decreases with increasing the Weber number of
the droplet impacting on the spacer grid. The droplet breakup
ratio by spacer grids was relatively higher than conventional
correlations.
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INTRODUCTION
In a nuclear reactor, spacer grids support the fuel rods and
maintain proper geometrical configuration of fuel rods within a
rod bundle assembly. The spacer grids alternate the thermalhydraulic behaviors near the spacer grids. They reduce the flow
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generated droplets. The Cheung and Bajorek's correlation is
only applicable to dry spacer grids in droplet flow.
The present study deals with two kinds of heat transfer
enhancement phenomena by spacer grids. First, the heat
transfer enhancement by a spacer grid was investigated in
single-phase steam flow. Several types of spacer grids were
tested in order to investigate the effects of spacer grid
geometries on the heat transfer enhancement in single-phase
steam flow. The Reynolds number effect on the heat transfer
enhancement was studied in order to clarify the hydrodynamic
effects. Second, the droplet breakup behaviours were
investigated with naturally generated droplets during a real
reflood situation.

Blockage ratio
Density of droplets
Surface tension of droplets
Without heat transfer enhancement
Downstream of spacer grids
Maximum
Steam
Upstream of spacer grids

For these reasons described above, various experimental
and theoretical studies have been performed to examine the
effects of spacer grids on the heat transfer enhancement during
reflood phase. When single-phase steam flow occurs in the
early phase of the reflood, the cladding temperature may
increase abruptly and reaches usually a maximum value due to
the low heat transfer from the fuel to the steam. Hence, it is of
importance to elucidate the effect of the spacer grid on the heat
transfer enhancement in single-phase steam flow. Yao et al. [1]
reported that the heat transfer between wall and steam shows
the maximum value at the top end of the spacer grid and that
the Nusselt number decays exponentially downstream of the
spacer grid. They developed an empirical correlation that only
takes into account the flow blockage ratio and is applicable for
simple egg-crate types of grids. An improved correlation was
derived by Groeneveld et al. [2] to provide a correct asymptotic
trend for both single-phase and two-phase flow. This
correlation is based on the Yao et al.'s correlation. Holloway et
al. [3, 4] carried out heat transfer enhancement experiments
using standard grids and mixing vane grids.
The conventional correlations for the heat transfer
enhancement by spacer grids in single-phase steam flow have
an exponential decay function and do not take into account
hydrodynamic (i.e, Reynolds number) effects. Recently, Miller
et al. [5] showed that the decay function is affected by not only
the blockage ratio but also the flow Reynolds number. They
reported that the heat transfer enhancement decreases with the
Reynolds number.
As for droplet breakup by spacer grids, a lot of attempts
have been made to quantify and elucidate the droplet breakup
by the spacer grid [6, 7, 8, 9]. The previous studies are useful to
gain insight into the hydrodynamics and heat transfer
phenomena of droplets breakup by spacer grid. However, they
are based on the experiments using artificially generated
droplets by injecting subcooled water though a nozzle ahead of
a grid spacer. A few studies have been carried out using
naturally generated droplets during the reflood. Sugimoto and
Murao [10] conducted experiments in a 6×6 rod bundle and the
Sauter mean diameter ratio between upstream and downstream
of spacer grids was 0.89~0.97 for a dry grid. They developed an
empirical correlation whose droplet breakup was dependent on
the blockage ratio. Cheung and Bajorek [11] developed a semiempirical correlation to predict the droplet breakup size
downstream of the spacer grid. This correlation states that the
droplet breakup size depends on the Weber number, the
blockage ratio, and the kinetic energy of the impacting droplets
required to convert to the surface energy of the newly-

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND METHOD
Spacer grid effects on the heat transfer enhancement during
a reflood have been investigated using two kinds of rod bundle,
i.e., 6x6 and 2x2 rod bundles. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of the 6x6 rod bundle reflood test facility, ATHER
(Advanced Thermal Hydraulic Evaluation of Reflood
phenomena), which consists of a test section, a separating
system for measuring the amount of entrained liquid droplet, a
pressure oscillation damping system to control the system
pressure, a coolant supply system, and a steam supply system.
A single-phase steam generated in the steam generator can be
injected into the bottom of the test section. Figure 2 shows the
cross-sectional view of the 6x6 rod bundle. The rod bundle
consists of 30 heater rods, 2 unheated rods, and a guide tube in
the center of the bundle, which have prototypic geometry of
APR1400 (Korean nuclear power plants) reactor core. In the
figure, G1, G2, and G3 stand for the rod group numbers which
have different axial locations of thermocouples for the
measurement of heater surface temperatures as shown in Fig. 3.
The star symbol indicates the location at which the fluid
temperature is measured. The heated length and diameter of the
heater rods are 3.81 m and 9.5 mm, respectively. The heater
rods with a pitch of 12.85 mm are located in a 6x6 square array
and heated indirectly by AC (alternating current) power. The
sheath and heating element of the heater rods are made of
Inconel 600 and Nichrome, respectively. A total of 11 spacer
grids were installed to support the heater rods along the axial
location in the test section. The spacer girds have the same
geometry with those used in Korean nuclear power plant, i.e.,
APR1400. For instrumented heater rods, six K-type
thermocouples with a sheath diameter of 0.5 mm are embedded
on the outer surface of the heater rod to measure the heater rod
surface temperature. The total number of thermocouples for
measuring the wall temperature of heater rods is 96. A total of
17 thermocouples are installed along the heated section to
measure the fluid temperature. The temperatures of flow
housing and guide tube are also measured using thermocouples.
Figure 3 indicates the locations of the thermocouples, pressure
taps, visualization windows, and the spacer grids. Figure 4
shows the axial power distribution along the heater rods. The
heated section is divided into 15 steps to simulate a symmetric
cosine axial heat flux profile. The radial power distribution is
uniform, so that the heater rods have the same power.
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From the measured data, the local Nusselt number can be
calculated from the heat flux, wall and steam temperatures as
follows:
(1)
Nu = hDh / k s = q' ' Dh /[k s (Tw − Ts )] .
The estimated uncertainties for the Nusselt number was +3.2%.
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Figure 4 Axial power shape of a 6x6 rod bundle

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of ATHER facility

Figure 2 Rod bundle configuration and radial locations of
temperature measurement
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Figure 5 Schematic diagram of 2x2 rod bundle test section
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Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the test section
used in 2x2 rod bundle experiment. The heater rods have the
heated length of 1.8 m. The heater rods have an outer diameter
of 20 mm and pitch of 27 mm, respectively. A total of five
spacer grids are installed to support heater rods. SG1 ~ SG5
indicate the axial locations where spacer grids are installed. A
uniform electrical power in both the axial and radial directions
is supplied to the heater rods. Figure 6 shows the rod bundle
geometry and typical simple spacer grid used in the 2x2 rod
bundle. Three types of spacer grids are used in the 2x2 rod
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bundle experiment as shown in Table 1. The major differences
of spacer grids are the flow blockage ratio and the mixing vane
angle. Type 1 spacer grid does not have the mixing vanes as a
reference case. Types 2 and 3 are designed to investigate the
effect of the blockage ratio.

1.0
Experiment
-0.391
Numax=15.316Re

Numax/Nu0-1 [-]

0.8

-0.391 2

=91.1Re

ε

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

Table 1 Spacer grid used in 2x2 rod bundle
Type
Vane
Vane angle blockage ratio
Type 1
No
0.17
60°
Type 2
Yes
0.35
Type 3
Yes
67°
0.41

Single-phase steam flow experiments were performed in
the 2x2 and 6x6 rod bundles. Figure 7 shows the typical wall
temperature along the axial distance for the steam flow rate of
0.0149 kg/s (Re = 9283 at spacer grid SG 2 and Re = 8235 at
the spacer grid SG 3 in Fig. 5) in the 2x2 rod bundle. In the
graph, Z is the axial distance from the bottom of the heated
section. As shown in the figure, the wall temperature is greatly
reduced near the spacer grids, and after that the wall
temperature increases with axial distance from the spacer grids.
This means that the heat transfer coefficients are significantly
increased near the spacer grids and then decreased with
downstream of the spacer grids. The steam temperatures were
measured at the axial locations of 1360 and 1535 mm. The
steam temperature increases linearly with the axial distance,
and thus the local steam temperature along the heat section is
obtained by extrapolation of the measured ones.
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Figure 8 plots the maximum Nusselt number (Numax)
against Reynolds number (Re) for the spacer grid SG 2 and SG
3 in the 2x2 bundle. The applied power is 8 kW. The outlet of
test section is exposed to the atmosphere. The pressure in the
test section is approximately 0.13 MPa. In general, the Nusselt
numbers have maximum values at the exit of the spacer grid
and then decreases with increasing distance downstream of the
spacer grid. The value of Numax/Nu0-1 is a measure how much
the convective heat transfer increases by spacer grids. Nu0 is the
Nusselt number when spacer grids are assumed to be absent.
Nu0 is of vital importance in dimensionless analysis on heat
transfer enhancement. In general, Nu0 is computed by using an
empirical correlation. However, the existing correlations yield
different values of Nu0 with the experimentally measured ones
at quite downstream of spacer grids where the effects of spacer
grids on the heat transfer seems to be disappeared. In addition,
an accurate prediction is quite difficult due to a lack of
empirical correlations applicable for the present rod bundle
geometry. As a consequence, Nu0 was experimentally set by the
Nusselt number just ahead of the spacer grid where the wall
temperature shows a local maximum value (x = 200 mm for SG
2 and x = 600 mm for SG 3). It is observed in Fig. 8 that the
maximum Nusselt number decreases with increasing Reynolds
number. A new correlation can be derived by fitting
experimental data as follows:
Nu max
− 1 = 15.316 Re − 0.391 = 91.1Re − 0.391ε 2 (2)
Nu0
In the derivation, it is assumed that Numax/Nu0-1 is proportional
to the square of the blockage ratio as the previous studies did
[1-5]. Previous studies stated that Numax/Nu0-1 is only a
function of the blockage ratio. Recently, Miller et al. (2011)
reported that Numax/Nu0-1 depends on the Reynolds number as
well as the blockage ratio. The present data also shows the
similar behavior. In Fig. 8, the heat transfer enhancement does
not change much when the Reynolds number is so high that the
flow is turbulent. This is because that turbulent flow structure
does not change much if the Reynolds number is greater than a
certain value. However, at the low Reynolds numbers, the flow
structure is easy to change by spacer grids; the mixing vane
plays a significant role in agitating steam flow compared with

HEAT TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT IN SINGLE PHASE
STEAM FLOW
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Figure 8 Maximum Nusselt number against Reynolds number
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weak turbulent mixing at low Reynolds numbers so that the
convective heat transfer can be more enhanced. Thus, the heat
transfer enhancement is higher in low Reynolds numbers than
in high Reynolds numbers. Equation 2 will be applied to the
Type 2 spacer grid for a validation.
Most previous studies adopted an exponential decay
function to predict the heat transfer enhancement downstream
of the spacer grid. Accordingly, the heat transfer enhancement
starts to decay right downstream of the spacer grid. However,
the present experimental data shows that a Gaussian function is
more appropriate for the prediction of the heat transfer
enhancement as follows:
⎛ ⎛ x ⎞2 ⎞
Nu ( x)
(3)
⎟ ⎟
− 1 = A exp⎜⎜ − b⎜⎜
Nu0
⎜ ⎝ Dh ⎟⎠ ⎟⎟
⎝
⎠
Here, Nu(x) is the local Nusselt number at the distance x from
the trailing edge of the spacer grid main body, not from the
mixing vane tip. The variable Dh is the hydraulic diameter. The
parameters A and b should be determined from experimental
data. A and b are assumed to be a function of the Reynolds
number as well as the blockage ratio. The parameter A is equal
to Numax/Nu0-1 in Fig. 8.
Figures 9 ~ 13 show the experimental data for the 2x2 rod
bundle. In the figures, the main body of the spacer grid is
located between x/Dh = -2.7~0. As shown in the figures, the
experimental data can be fitted with Eq. (3) over the wide range
of the Reynolds number. Our main focus is the downstream
region of the spacer grid. It can be found that A = Numax/Nu0-1
decreases with increasing the Reynolds number. The variable b
in the fitting curves is plotted in Fig. 14 as a function of the
Reynolds number. One can see that b is relatively constant
when the Reynolds number is sufficiently high, i.e., in turbulent
flow. The reason is that the turbulent mixing is strong enough to
suppress the heat transfer enhancement by spacer grids. When
fitting the experimental data, the determination of the constant
b might be subjective. Hence, we tried to use the same b for all
experimental data as possible. As shown in Figs. 9 ~ 13, the
constant b predicts well the experiment data in the turbulent
flow. The Yao et al.'s correlation [1] is plotted together for a
comparison. The Yao et al.'s correlation does not take into
account the effect of the Reynolds number.
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Figure 14 Decay value with Reynolds number
A similar equation form to Eq. 3 was applied to the 6x6 rod
bundle experiment. The 6x6 rod bundle experiments were
performed with two different heater powers. Four different
steam flow rates were used for each heater power. Unlike the
2x2 test facility, the temperature measurement points are axially
sparse because of the long heated length and a lot of heater rods.
Figure 15 shows the analysis results for the spacer grid located
at 2050 mm from the bottom of heated section. One can see that
the applied heater power does not affect the experimental result.
However, the steam flow rates influence on the heat transfer
enhancement. The steam flow rates 50 g/s and 80 g/s
correspond to the Reynolds numbers of 6500 and 10750,
respectively. The value of A (= Nu/Nu0-1) decreases with
increasing the Reynolds number. This behavior is also observed
in the 2x2 rod bundle test. Due to the limitation of the axial
data points, A is fitted with a linear function of the Reynolds
number as follows:

Numax
− 1 = (−2.882 ×10− 4 Re + 8)ε 2
Nu0

(4)

The values of b are not much different for two fitting
curves. Due to the different rod bundle geometry, A and b may
be different. However, general trends are the similar in both rod
bundles.
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The droplet breakup behaviors were observed in the 2x2
rod bundle facility under nearly atmosphere pressure. When the
wall temperature attained to a steady-state value, subcooled
water (nearly 40 °C) was injected though the bottom of the test
section. The power was adjusted as such that the maximum
wall temperature was maintained to about 500 °C (in Case 1,
0.4 kW/rod) or 700 °C (in Case 2, 0.5 kW/rod) at the steadystate. The reflood velocity was 1 cm/s.
A Xenon lamp was used to illuminate droplets. Droplet
images were recorded by a high-speed camera (Redlake
MotionXtra HG-100K). Image pairs were made of two
successive images with the time interval 0.2 ms. The time
interval between image pairs was 20 ms. A VisiSize software
(Oxford Lasers Ltd.) was used to extract the velocities and sizes
of droplets by means of image processing.
Single-phase steam flow occurs in the early stage of the
reflood. Droplets start to appear at about 10 seconds after the
reflood initiation. Clear droplet image continues up to about 30
s and 40 s for the Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Beyond the
times, the measurement window becomes so wetted that image
processing cannot be applied. Tables 2 and 3 show the
statistical analysis results on the droplet breakup behavior.
Since the experiment was transient, the analysis was performed
for every 10 seconds. It was found that the period of 10 seconds
contains hundreds of droplets, which is enough for the
statistical analysis. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the droplet
diameter increases as the reflood time passes.
Table 2 Droplet analysis (Case 1)
time
[s]
0~10
10~20
20~30
30~40

upstream
d32[μm] vd[m/s]
510
4.5
748
4.5
1173
6.8

downstream
d32[μm] vd[m/s]
456
3.9
556
4.2
856
5.0

Table 3 Droplet analysis (Case 2)
upstream
d32[μm] vd[m/s]
466
5.4
1031
4.9

1

downstream
d32[μm] vd[m/s]
456
4.2
930
4.3

0.8

Figure 16 plots the droplet breakup size. Sugimoto and
Murao [10] reported that the droplet breakup ratio was 0.89 ~
0.97 for a dry grid. As shown in the figure, the breakup ratios
are similar to the values measured by Sugimoto and Murao.
The breakup ratio is relatively high in the limited range of Wed
in the real reflood, compared with experimental data for
artificially generated droplets. Smaller droplets have higher
interfacial area. In this case, heat transfers for wall-to-droplets
and wall-to-fluid can be enhanced by the increased interfacial
area. Therefore, the droplet breakup ratio is an important
parameter. According to the previous studies, the breakup ratio
decreases with increasing Weber number because the droplet
speed impacting on spacer grids increases with increasing
Weber number. However, the previous studies also revealed
that the breakup ratio is more than 0.8 and relatively constant
for low Weber numbers. From these findings, one can say that
during the reflood, the Weber number is relatively low so that
the droplet breakup ratio is relatively high.
Meanwhile, Cheng and Bajorek [11] proposed a correlation
for predicting the droplet diameter in a dry spacer grid, based
real reflood experiments. Their correlation does not include any
information on the steam.
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Figure 16 Droplet breakup size

CONCLUSIONS
Experiments have been done to investigate the effects of
spacer grids on the heat transfer enhancement during reflood in
a nuclear reactor. As a result, a new single-phase heat transfer
enhancement correlation was developed to predict the heat
transfer enhancement downstream of the spacer grid in singlephase steam flow. The single-phase heat transfer enhancement
was a function of the Reynolds number as well as the flow
blockage ratio. The heat transfer enhancement was higher in
low Reynolds numbers than in high Reynolds numbers. The
heat transfer enhancement was relatively constant when the
Reynolds number is so high that the flow is turbulent. The
reason is that turbulent flow structure does not change much by
spacer grids if the Reynolds number is greater than a certain
value. However, given the low Reynolds numbers, the flow
structure is easy to change by spacer grids; the mixing vane
play a relatively significant role in agitating steam flow so that
the convective heat transfer is enhanced at low Reynolds
numbers. The Nusselt number was shown to exponentially
decay with a Gaussian function as going downstream of spacer
grid.
In the meanwhile, another experiment was made to
measure the droplet breakup ratio across the spacer grid during
the real reflood. It was found that the breakup ratio is relatively
high during reflood, compared with experimental results using
artificial injection of droplets. The breakup ratio decreases with
increasing Weber number because the droplet speed impacting
on spacer grids increases with increasing Weber number.
During the reflood, the Weber number is low so that the droplet
breakup ratio is relatively high. The conventional correlation
for the droplet breakup ratio does not show a good prediction
for the present experimental data.

(5)

Here, d32 and d0 denote the Sauter mean diameter of the
outgoing droplets and the diameter of the impacting droplet on
the spacer grids. Equation 5 uses the assumption that the
impacting droplets have a uniform size distribution, and it is
applicable to a dry spacer grid in dispersed droplet flow. In the
present study, d0 is replaced by the Sauter mean diameter of the
impacting droplets, as Cheng and Bajorek did. The symbol ε
represents the fraction of impacting droplets undergoing
breakup, which is not the exactly same as the blockage ratio,
but closely related to the blockage ratio. The droplet Weber
number impacting on the spacer grid is defined as
We0 = ρ d vd2 d 0 / σ d . The correlation of Cheung and Bajorek is
plotted in Fig. 16 for a comparison. The value of ε = 0.05
agrees with the present data, which is much less than the
blockage ratio 0.41 of the present spacer grid. This difference
can be explained by two reasons. One is the exclusive
applicability of the correlation to a dry grid. In the early stage
of the reflood, the spacer grid is dry, but the spacer grid gets
wetted with increasing the time. The other is that ε in the
Cheung and Bajorek correlation is not the same as the blockage
ratio.
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